Minutes of the CCCJC for 2-9-16
Meeting commenced at 6:40pm.
Attending: Eli B, Rebeca R, Gerry B, Victor K, and Richard G.
Richard G, reported that Getty Images has sent three (3) letters regarding an image they
say is copy-righted. Richard G, “says, there is no concern.”
Computer system duplication in the Fresno Police Department still needs addressing.
Rebeca R. reported this is still an issue.
OIR Reports are still taking too long. The PD, has tried to reduce to six months from 1
year.
Minutes passed with name correction, from last meeting, of Larry Taylor to Larry
Johnson.
Treasurer’s Report. Balance in account is $139.88.
Craft Fair brought in $ 37.00 (thirty-seven) dollars.
Save Mart card brought in $ 12.50 (twelve dollars and fifty cents.)
Rebeca reported the PD, is still not doing Community Policing.
CCCCJS members want to ask Ric,“ how many Internal Complaints filed yearly?”
CCCJC member’s want to ask Chief Dwyer, “ Is it true there have been no promotions
for eight (8) years?”
CCCJC, members want to ask Ric, if “the PD is under pressure to make felony arrests?”
Ellie B. read her letter about Chief Dwyer.
CCCJC members want to know,”Rics opinion on recent articles in the newspapers.”
CCCJC members want to ask Ric, “about possible resources for current issues.”
Question for Mark S., “if thirty-nine (39) percent really fabricate reports.What is the
policy for dealing with individuals of the PD, fabricating reports? “
Gerry B. will to Chief’s Advisory Board Meeting, in place of Rebeca R.
More hand-outs will be given to Metilda.

Richard Gomez paid the GO DADDY DOMAINE PAGE fee of $102.05( one hundred
and two dollars and five cents.) Also paid, was the $18.17 (eighteen dollars and
seventeen cents) for the DOMAINE name. This is good till March 5, 2017.
Ricard G. will contact Larry J. on getting articles on PD in the newspaper.
Victor K. and Gerry B. will work on Fundraising Letter, once the committee has met with
Ric.
Next meeting is tentatively scheduled for May 9,2016 at the Center for Non-Violence at
6:30pm.
Meeting ended at 8:08pm.
Respectfully submitted,
V.E. Kral- CCCJC Secretary

.

